
Annex A 

 

Format Questions for experts in the field of women’s movement/women’s studies concerning the 

selection of texts within the EU FRAGEN project 

 

Name of expert:  

Field of expertise: 

Address: 

Country 

Date: 

 

1. Which texts do you consider as the most important and/or influential texts within the field of 

women’s movement/women’s studies from your country, published in the last 40 years?  

Please specify the reasons why you think this text should be included in the database (You can 

nominate five to ten texts.). Please give enough information, so that we can find this text.  

 

 Title of the text Year 

 

Author/s Reason for inclusion in the 

database 

1     

2     

3     

4     

5     

6     

7     

8     

9     

10     

 

2. How does this text fit the following selection criteria? Use the specification major or minor to 

indicate the importance. 

 

Text 1: title: 

selection criteria major minor 

historical relevance   

diversity of approaches   

a focus on one of the three main issues of QUING   

multiple inequalities   

 

Text 2: title: 

selection criteria major minor 

historical relevance   

diversity of approaches   

a focus on one of the three main issues of QUING   

multiple inequalities   

 

 

 

 



Text 3: title: 

selection criteria major minor 

historical relevance   

diversity of approaches   

a focus on one of the three main issues of QUING   

multiple inequalities   

 

Text 4: title: 

selection criteria major minor 

historical relevance   

diversity of approaches   

a focus on one of the three main issues of QUING   

multiple inequalities   

 

Text 5: title: 

selection criteria major minor 

historical relevance   

diversity of approaches   

a focus on one of the three main issues of QUING   

multiple inequalities   

 

Text 6: title: 

selection criteria major minor 

historical relevance   

diversity of approaches   

a focus on one of the three main issues of QUING   

multiple inequalities   

 

Text 7: title: 

selection criteria major minor 

historical relevance   

diversity of approaches   

a focus on one of the three main issues of QUING   

multiple inequalities   

 

Text 8: title: 

selection criteria major minor 

historical relevance   

diversity of approaches   

a focus on one of the three main issues of QUING   

multiple inequalities   

 

Text 9: title: 

selection criteria major minor 

historical relevance   

diversity of approaches   

a focus on one of the three main issues of QUING   

multiple inequalities   

 



Text 10: title: 

selection criteria major minor 

historical relevance   

diversity of approaches   

a focus on one of the three main issues of QUING   

multiple inequalities   

 

If you have any further comments that can clarify why you selected these texts, or what you found 

difficult in the selection process, please put it below. 

Additional remarks: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

Thanks! 


